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ABSTRACT: Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are commonly synthesized using the citrate reduction method, reducing Au3+ into Au1+
ions and facilitating the disproportionation of aurous species to Au atoms (Au0). This method results on citrate-capped AuNPs with
valence single states Au0. Here, we report a methodology that allows obtaining AuNPs by the dewetting process with three different
valence states (Au3+, Au1+, and Au0), which can be fine-tuned with ion bombardment. The chemical surface changes and binding
state of the NPs were investigated using core-level X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). This is achieved by recording high-
resolution Au 4f XPS spectra as a function of ion dose exposure. The results obtained show a time-dependent tuning effect on the Au
valence states using low-energy 200 V acceleration voltage Ar+ ion bombardment, and the valence state conversion kinetics involves
the reduction from Au3+ and Au1+ to Au0. Proper control of the reduction in the valence states is critical in surface engineering for
controlling catalytic reactions.

■ INTRODUCTION
Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have attracted great interest in
sensing systems due to their exceptional optical, electronic, and
chemical properties.1−3 Particularly, AuNPs with specific
morphologies such as nanospheres, nanostars, nanorods,
nanotriangles, and nanopolyhedrons have been widely
integrated into biosensors and surface-enhanced Raman
scattering applications. The properties of these kinds of
AuNPs are explained through localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR), as described by Mie’s theory.4 LSPR is a
phenomenon related to the collective oscillation of AuNP free
electrons interacting with a specific electromagnetic wave in
the visible range. This phenomenon is strongly dependent on
the shape, size, and surrounding medium of the AuNPs.5,6

Conventionally, AuNPs are successfully obtained by chemical
routes, but byproducts are generated with a harmful impact on
human health and the environment.7 Therefore, solid-state
dewetting of gold thin films emerges as an alternative for the
large-scale production of functional plasmonic nanostructures.8

Dewetting is a spontaneous phenomenon, in which a thin film

on a suitable substrate is broken down into small particles, a
process mediated by the minimization of surface energy.9

In recent studies, compositional analysis studies of AuNPs
and their valence states show other interesting properties for
potential applications in chemical technology, such as
catalysis.10,11 AuNPs with Au1+ and Au3+ valence states have
been shown to be the most active catalyst for carbon monoxide
oxidation at room (or lowest) temperature, electrochemical
nitrogen reduction reaction to ammonia (NH3), and liquid
phase oxidation of alcohols. Casaletto et al.12 showed that the
presence of the Au1+ species seems to be the main requirement
for obtaining the highest CO conversion at the lowest
temperature due to better stabilization of the AuO− species.
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Zheng et al.13 reported that the presence of the Au1+ oxidation
state increases the effectiveness of the (photo)electrochemical
N2 reduction reaction and proposed that adjusting the Au
oxidation state could increase the reduction efficiency and
selectivity from N2 to NH3. Pakrieva et al.

14 investigated the
role of the various electronic oxidation states of Au on the
catalytic behavior of the liquid phase oxidation of n-octanol.
They showed that Au3+ inhibited the oxidation process, while
Au1+ was the active site state, and Au0 had a negative effect due
to the partial blocking of Au0 by the solvent. As it can be seen,
the size and shape of AuNPs define their physical properties,
and the valence state plays an important role in the catalytic
activity of AuNPs. Using experimental physical methods,
tuning AuNP valence states has been taken in consideration.
Ion bombardment is a promising technique allowing tailoring
oxidation states in process setting for the proposed challenge
by a fine control of both bombarding acceleration voltage and
ion dose.15,16

Ion bombardment of solids is a well-established method-
ology for etching, modifying the surface, or causing structural
defects at the nanometer scale.17 For example, during
bombardment with Ar+ ions on thin films of TiO2, oxygen
atoms are preferentially ejected, causing chemical reduction to
lower Ti valence states (even for metal) and can induce its
transformation into a single-crystalline TiO.18,19 Likewise, Ar+
ion bombardment has been shown to modify the chemical
states of W in WO3 nanowires. Intermediate oxidation states
were reported in the reduction process of WO3 to metallic
W.20 Several experimental approaches have been carried out on
the effect caused by ion beam irradiation on AuNPs on top of
various substrates. The thermodynamic driving force resulting

from the interaction between the AuNPs and the substrate
when it is under Ar+/Xe+ ion bombardment produces effects
such as burrowing and dewetting, which are explained by the
minimization of the surface free energy.21,22 Although the
burrowing on AuNPs has been studied, the effects produced by
Ar1+ ion bombardment on the changes in the valence states of
AuNPs are still scarce. This contribution investigates the
controlled modification in the valence states, which will allow
expanding the previously reported approaches and increasing
the possible number of technological applications of AuNPs.
Here, AuNPs were obtained by using solid-state dewetting

of an Au thin film. The chemical state of Au in AuNPs has
been examined in detail as a function of accumulated Ar+ dose
by using core-level X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
We demonstrate that different Au oxidation valence states can
be obtained by precise Ar+ bombardment of the AuNPs, owing
to the ion-induced reduction effect.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Morphology and Optical Properties of AuNPs. AuNPs

were physically synthesized by solid-state thermal dewetting of
thin gold films, in accordance with the Patent NC2021/
00029723 (see details in the Experimental Section). The
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs in Figure
1a,b shows the typical structure of the as-prepared AuNPs onto
the NaCl substrate, which consists of nanometric particles of
various sizes and shapes.
Energy dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) elemental maps were

recorded in several top-surface regions of the substrate and
AuNPs, as presented in Figure 1c,d−f, respectively. Traces of
Na and Cl are evident in the AuNPs synthesized. The AuNPs

Figure 1. AuNPs synthesized on a NaCl substrate by the dewetting process: (a) cross-section image of the NaCl substrate and AuNPs synthesized;
(b)AuNPs synthesized; (c) compositional mapping of the AuNPs [image (b)]; and (d−f) mapping of Au, Na, and Cl, respectively, of the AuNPs
(image b).
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were collected by dripping water on the substrate, resulting in
homogeneous, stable AuNP water suspension with pH = 6.45
± 0.5. Initially, characterization of the synthesized AuNPs
without treatment of Ar+ bombardment was carried out. Figure
2a shows a typical sample’s SEM image of AuNPs after
collection. From the SEM image, it can be seen that the
synthesized nanoparticles are not in a preferential shape
(polyphormic), and AuNPs in the range from ∼70 to ∼170 nm
with a polydispersity index of 0.36 were obtained.
The EDS characterization (Figure 2b) shows nanoparticles

with a majority composition of Au (71.75 ± 0.88 wt %) and
the presence of a lower percentage of Na (9.15 ± 0.33 wt %)
and Cl (10.29 ± 0.50 wt %). The above suggests the
remanence of Na and Cl atoms in the nanoparticles due to the
drag of these elements during the dewetting process. This is
due to the stress prompted in the thin Au films during
annealing, causing the film to break, leading to the nano-
particles final synthesis (see Figure 1). Figure 2c reports the
experimental absorption spectra in the wavelength range
between 400 and 800 nm of AuNPs in the suspension. The
absorption spectrum of AuNPs suspended shows a strong
absorption band with a maximum at 570 nm due to LSPR.24

The use of NaCl in the synthesis process generates a new
absorbance band at a longer wavelength, as reported by
Zimbone et al.25

XPS Characterization: Chemical Surface Changes.
The results obtained by the EDS characterization were
corroborated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
where the presence of Au, Na, and Cl was also observed.
However, we will focus on the use of XPS characterization to
elucidate the effects of Ar+ ion bombardment in a high vacuum

chamber, owing a Kaufman ion gun attached to a hight vacuum
chamber for XPS analysis to study the reduction kinetics of Au
valence states. Details of the system can be consulted in ref 26.
The ion bombardment-induced changes were analyzed by
using a Thermo Alpha 110 Hemispherical Analyzer. The XPS
spectra were recorded using the 1486.6 eV photons from an Al
target (Kα line), in the constant energy pass mode (CPM, 40
eV). CasaXPS software carried out the XPS peak fitting, and
the Shirley method removed the electron inelastic collision
background. Each Ar+ ion bombardment step was performed
with 200 V acceleration voltage under ∼2 × 10−2 Pa Ar
pressure for 30 s. A sputtering rate of 0.53 nm/s was calculated
from the difference in the average diameters of the AuNPs by
the exposure time before and after the 150 s Ar+ ion
bombardment.
Figure 3 displays the high-resolution spectra of the region

corresponding to the Au 4f core levels observed for AuNPs,
recorded after stepwise Ar+ sputtering processes. In the initial
stage, the separation between the two typical peaks formed by
the Au 4f7/2 and Au 4f5/2 spin−orbital splitting photoelectrons
of AuNPs is not well defined (see Figure 3a,b), which is
associated with the presence of different valence states of Au
(Au3+, Au1+, and Au0),27 being Au1 the majority state.
However, peak separation is well defined after the third stage
of irradiation with Ar+ ions (Figure 3c,d,f), with a substantial
increase in the Au0 valence state while Au1+ and Au3+ decrease.
The aforementioned is more explicit in Figure 4a, where the

concentration of Au0 valence states and the sum [Au1+] +
[Au3+] are plotted as a function of accumulated exposure time
with 200 V acceleration voltage. The ratio between [Au0] and
[Au1+] + [Au3+] as a function of accumulated exposure time is

Figure 2. Morphological, compositional, and optical characterization of AuNPs in the suspension obtained from a dewetting process: (a) SEM
image; (b) EDS spectra; (c) UV−vis absorption spectra; and (d) size distribution.
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shown in Figure 4b, showing an exponential increase after each
exposure step during Ar+ bombardment on the AuNP surface.
That is, the oxidation states of AuNPs were changed to lower
oxidation states of Au due to preferential sputtering of O, Na,
and Cl on the AuNP surface by Ar+ bombardment, commonly

observed in metal compounds.28 SEM image and composi-
tional analysis by EDS after 150 s of Ar+ ion bombardment is
shown in Figure S1.
On the other hand, the high-resolution XPS spectra of the Cl

2p can be deconvoluted by assuming contribution from the
Cl−Au, −CxCl, and Cl−O chemical species.29,30 Each
chemical state has associated two peaks that correspond to
Cl 2p1/2 and Cl 2p3/2 spin−orbital splitting photoelectrons
(∼1.6 eV), as can be seen in Figure 5 (the Cl 2p spectra are
normalized, see Figure S2). XPS spectroscopy clearly
demonstrates that Cl and O not only cover the surface but
are also within AuNPs, while Na disappears after the second
Ar+ ion bombardment (Figure S3). The reduction of Au3+ to
lower valence states is due to the desorption of oxygen and
chlorine radicals, leading to the production of oxygen and
chlorine gas during exposure to ion bombardment; this is
observed in the changes in the shape of the O 1s and Cl 2p
core-level spectra.
The valence state conversion kinetics of Au follows the

model proposed by Fong et al.31 This involves the reduction
kinetics from Au3+ and Au1+ to Au0 according to

Figure 3. High-resolution Au 4f XPS spectra obtained after each step of Ar+ bombardment with 200 V acceleration voltage on AuNPs for 30 s. The
time shown is cumulative time to exposure: (a) 30 s; (b) 60 s; (c) 90 s; (d) 120 s; and (e) 150 s.

Figure 4. Evolution of valence state concentration: (a) [Au0] and
[Au1+] + [Au3+] as a function of accumulated time of exposure to Ar+
ion bombardment; (b) ratio between [Au0] and [Au1+] + [Au3+] as a
function of accumulated exposure time.
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where k1, k−1, k2, and k−2 are the rate constants for the
reduction. Au3+ is first reduced to Au1+ and then to Au0;
moreover, the conversion mechanism between the different
valence states is considered reversible. The conversion kinetics
behavior of the AuNP valence states is illustrated in Figure S4.
The Au3+ valence state oscillation reveals a reversible process.
Specifically, there is a reversible conversion between the

valence states Au1+ and Au3+ X Yoo+ +k
(Au Au )

k

3 1 1

1

and Au1+ and

Au0 X Yoo+ k
(Au Au )

k

1 2 0

2

during the ion bombardment process.

Therefore, since the atomic concentration of Au0 and Au1+
increases and decreases, respectively, we infer that the rate
constants k1 and k−1 are quantitatively comparable to each
other, while k2 is much larger than k−2. This implies a kinetic
conversion mechanism between the valence states from Au3+
to Au1+ and then Au1+ to Au0, and there is no direct transition
from Au3+ to Au0.
The valence-band near the Fermi level of AuNPs can be

studied using the Au 5d XPS spectra.32 Typical spectra for
AuNPs with different Ar+ ion bombardment times are shown
in Figure S5. The structure observed between 1 and 10 eV
below the Fermi level arises from the relative energy of the ion
remaining after electron emission from the Au 5d state.33 The
experimental result shows that the peak shift toward lower
energy, this is most evident in the two-dimensional contour
map of the Au 5d spectra, as shown in Figure 6. The dotted
line shows the time evolution of the binding energies of the

valence-band electrons. The data show a clear decrease in the
binding energy from ∼7.4 to ∼5.1 eV as the sputtering
exposure time increases. It should be noted that the Fermi level
and the density of states in the valence band show a strong
dependence on the NP size.34 Therefore, the observed results
are related to the changes in valence states due to the
desorbing O(Cl)-containing species and the decrease in the
NP size after each sputter etching. This can be interpreted as a
reduction in the band gap related to the conversion of Au3+
and Au1+ to Au0 valence states and the decrease in the size of
the AuNPs.

■ CONCLUSIONS
AuNPs with different Au oxidation valence states (Au3+, Au1+,
and Au0) have been successfully obtained by solid-state
thermal dewetting of gold thin films. It was possible to fine-
tune the concentration of valence states by means of Ar+ ion
bombardment using the ion-induced reduction effect. The
stability of gold complexes was related to the electronegativity
of the donor atom bonded directly to the Au, that is, the

Figure 5. Representative fitted Cl 2p core-level spectra acquired after (a) 60 s, (b) 90 s, (c) 120 s, and (d) 150 s of accumulated exposition time
with 200 V acceleration voltage Ar+ ion bombardment.

Figure 6. Two-dimensional contour map of the Au 5d spectra. The
2D plot was performed with all data recorded after each sputter
etching.
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stability increases when the donor atom is less electro-
negative.35 The results obtained show a tuning effect on the
valence states of Au using low-energy Ar+ ion bombardment as
a function of time. We emphasize that the physicochemical
properties of the compounds depend on the particle size36 and
valence states.37 Besides, the valence band is modified, showing
a decrease in the binding energy from ∼7.4 to ∼5 eV as the
sputtering exposure time increases. Thus, valence state tuning
in AuNPs brings attractive physical and chemical properties
and extend its potential material science applications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. The Au used in this work was a gold wire of

99.99% purity and diameter of 1 mm, acquired from Kurt J.
Lesker. NaCl substrates (sodium chloride single crystal) with
orientation (100) and size of 10 × 10 × 10 mm were
purchased from US Research Nanomaterials. Ultrapure water
(18.25 MΩ cm) was used in the suspension of AuNPs.

Synthesis of AuNPs by the Dewetting Process. The
synthesis method used here is based on forming AuNPs
through the dewetting process. In this method, an Au thin film
of 40 nm was deposited by evaporation on NaCl substrates.
The evaporation was carried out in a vacuum chamber
(EDWARDS BOC/AUTO 306 Thermal Evaporator) with a
rate of 1 mm/s at ∼3 × 10−3 Pa. Then, the substrates were
removed from the vacuum chamber and exposed to thermal
treatment at a temperature of 600 °C for 30 min. During this
time, the Au thin film goes through a process in which the film
on the substrate ruptures into an ensemble of separated
nanoparticles (dewetting). Finally, after thermal treatment, the
nanoparticles are collected by dripping the water on the surface
of the substrate.

Characterization Techniques. Images of AuNPs synthe-
sized were obtained by SEM using a Tescan GAIA3 FIB-SEM
system, with which it is also possible to obtain compositional
information of the AuNPs by energy EDS. The particle size
distributions were determined using image analysis of SEM
images. Absorption spectra (from 400 to 800 nm) of AuNPs
suspended were obtained using Thermo Scientific’s 10S UV−
vis spectrophotometer equipment. The chemical states of the
AuNPs were investigated by XPS using a Thermo Alpha 110
hemispherical analyzer. The XPS measurement was performed
using an Al cathode (h = 1486.6 eV) as the X-ray source in the
CPM using 40 eV pass energy.
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